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The possibility of suddenly ionized molecules undergoing extremely fast electron hole (or hole)
dynamics prior to significant structural change was first recognized more than 20 years ago and termed
charge migration. The accurate probing of ultrafast electron hole dynamics requires measurements that
have both sufficient temporal resolution and can detect the localization of a specific hole within the
molecule. We report an investigation of the dynamics of inner valence hole states in isopropanol where we
use an x-ray pump–x-ray probe experiment, with site and state-specific probing of a transient hole state
localized near the oxygen atom in the molecule, together with an ab initio theoretical treatment. We record
the signature of transient hole dynamics and make the first tentative observation of dynamics driven by
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frustrated Auger-Meitner transitions. We verify that the effective hole lifetime is consistent with our
theoretical prediction. This state-specific measurement paves the way to widespread application for
observations of transient hole dynamics localized in space and time in molecules and thus to charge transfer
phenomena that are fundamental in chemical and material physics.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevX.11.031048 Subject Areas: Atomic and Molecular Physics

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most fundamental problems in photophysics
is the electronic response of a quantum system to an
impulse. Impulsive excitation creates time-dependent oscil-
lations in the charge density, i.e., an electronic wave packet
or superposition of electronic states. This electronic super-
position resulting from ionization produces rapid evolution
in the electron hole (here referred to as a “hole”) density
that may result in movement of charge density within the
molecular frame, a process termed “charge migration” [1].
While this initial charge dynamics is purely electronic in

nature, eventually this charge disturbance will couple to
other degrees of freedom in the system such as nuclear
motion, leading to a localization of the charge. This transfer
of electronic charge across molecular bonds is fundamental
to an understanding of charge transfer phenomena [2,3],
essential in the quantum description of various biological
and electrochemical processes. A deeper knowledge of
these fundamental processes, including concepts of charge
directed reactivity [4], may be used to steer photochemical
reactions.
Recent technological developments in generating short

wavelength radiation has enabled laser-driven impulses in
gas phase and condensed phase systems [5–8]. These short
wavelength laser pulses can efficiently drive removal of
inner valence electrons. For cations of moderately sized
molecules, where the Auger-Meitner decay [9–11] of the
inner-shell hole is energetically forbidden, electron corre-
lation connects the initial inner valence hole (IVH) state of
the molecule to a discrete set of eigenstates of the cation
spaced by 0.1–1 eV. This is because these high-lying
cationic eigenstates are not well described by a single
electron configuration [12].
In our work we implement a new experimental method to

study the dynamics of inner valence hole states, which
provides state and site specificity along with the requisite
temporal resolution. We report new results that advance our
understanding of decoherence and charge transfer phenom-
ena following impulsive ionization. We study inner valence
hole states in the isopropanol cation. Distinct types of
temporal evolution are found for superpositions of cation
states originating from the removal of an electron from
different molecular orbitals. In Fig. 1 we show the photo-
electron spectrum of the isopropanol valence states
[recorded using extreme ultraviolet (XUV) synchrotron
radiation at 90 eV]. These cationic states are labeled
according to the position of the hole in the dominant

electron configuration, with the inner valence states 7a−1

and 6a−1 being of primary interest in the current study
(from here on we simplify the nomenclature and refer only
to 6a and 7a). We probe the hole states following impulsive
x-ray ionization using time-resolved measurements sup-
ported by ab initio theory.
Many-electron theory distinguishes two types of charge

migration: (a) where there are a small number of states with
different spatial locations within the molecule so that the
oscillating charge cloud moves back and forth across the
molecule [12] and (b) where one localized hole state is
coupled to a large series of delocalized states so the charge
motion is of the form of a “breathing” of the charge density
around a single center [1,13]. The paradigm for case (a) is
the familiar double-well system where population of a
gerade and ungerade state superposition results in the
probability density oscillations between the two centers.
The paradigm for case (b) is fundamentally different—it is
the Bixon-Jortner model for coupling of a bound state to a
quasicontinuum [14,15] predicting initial rapid decay
followed by partial revivals. While case (a) has been
observed indirectly (i.e., not via electronic observables)

FIG. 1. Photoelectron spectrum of isopropanol, recorded using
XUV synchrotron radiation at 90 eV (blue line). Gray vertical
lines mark the spectral intensity calculated using ADC(2)x,
colored lines are contributions to the spectral intensity of different
orbitals 8a (purple) to 5a (green). Black dashed line denotes the
double-ionization potential of isopropanol at 28 eV, measured at
EPFL using spectrally filtered HHG in a photoelectron-photoion
coincidence set up. Inset: Ball and stick diagram of the iso-
propanol gauche conformer. Our resonant x-ray probe inter-
rogates the local electron density at the oxygen site (red).
Abbreviations: DIP—double ionization potential.
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in experiments [3,16], case (b) has so far proven to be more
elusive for experimental detection. Here, we report evi-
dence of a direct observation of case (b), namely of the
electronic motion that results in the quasiexponential decay
of the hole density in the vicinity of the initial localization.
The hole formed in our experiment interacts strongly with a
series of Auger-Meitner-type states, but has insufficient
energy to decay through the emission of an Auger-Meitner
electron. The mechanism is often referred to as frustrated
Auger-Meitner configurations [17]. As the electron density
cannot escape the molecular volume, there is some prob-
ability of return to its initial state before nuclear motion-
driven dephasing occurs. Whether or not that return results
in an observable oscillation in the hole density depends
upon the degree of coherence of the superposition.
In principle, the states of the cation should be described

by the full wave function, including both electronic and
nuclear components. In practice, for polyatomic molecules
it is often necessary to look to approximations for the
inclusion of the nuclear part of the wave function. The
current state of the art can allow, for example, coupling of
25 nuclear degrees of freedom to 23 electronic excited
states [18,19], which has been applied to the study of
ionization from HOMO orbitals in propiolic acid [18] as
well as deeper bound states in naphthalene [19].
Here, we treat the electronic interactions at a sufficiently

high accuracy [via the algebraic diagrammatic construction
(ADC(2)x) method] to include the electronic correlations in
the system. This is especially important for the inner
valence states we are interested in, where charge migration
is predicted to accompany frustrated Auger-Meitner tran-
sitions. To understand the importance of nuclear degrees of
freedom in the charge dynamics, we conceptually separate
the dynamical considerations into two parts: (i) the nuclear
zero-point geometry spread (convolved with the inherent
geometry spread due to a finite temperature sample) that
introduces an additional fast dephasing to any coherent
electronic dynamics [20] and (ii) the nuclear motion of the
cation subsequent to ionization.
It is understood that there is strong influence from

coupling to the nuclear part of the wave function through
the zero-point geometry spread. This zero-point geometry
spread will cause dephasing of the electronic superposition
and so influences theobservationof electronic state evolution
even on a few femtosecond timescale. Simulations including
the zero-point spread in nuclear geometry indicate, see
Sec. III, that although decoherence of the electronic wave
packet reduces visibility of any oscillatory dynamics, the
initial fast decay should still be observable. On timescales
typically greater than 10 fs, but with evidence that these
effects can manifest faster than this [21–24], the dynamics of
the different nuclear modes excited by the impulse also
become important [20,25,26]. Thus, when considering an
ensemble of molecules, it becomes essential to consider the
distribution of molecules within the nuclear phase space

(both position andmomentum) at the time of the impulse and
then to follow the dynamics, demanding the most advanced
experimental and theoretical (i.e., with classical nuclear
dynamics [27,28] and fully quantum approaches [29]) tools
available to further our understanding.
Our measurement realizes a new method for probing the

dynamical evolution of the electronic wave packet pro-
duced by impulsive ionization. Our calculations show that
the dynamics of the 6a hole states are indeed dominated by
frustrated Auger-Meitner processes, which leads to rapid
decay of the localized state, but crucially without the
energetically forbidden secondary electron emission.
Since the emission of a secondary Auger-Meitner electron
is energetically forbidden we cannot use measurements that
rely on the direct Auger-Meitner emission from these states
such as photoelectron streaking [30,31]. Instead we must
use strategies to track the hole state evolution by probing
directly the time-dependent hole state probability. To this
end we monitor the delay-dependent amplitude of resonant
oxygen 1a to inner valence excitations in the cation using a
transient absorption methodology with short (few-femto-
second) x-ray pulse.
Earlier time-resolved measurements of impulse-driven

charge motion relied on an XUV pump-strong infrared (IR)
probe scheme [16,32], where the pump pulse is derived from
a high harmonic generation (HHG) based source. Despite a
clear few-femtosecond response of the system, a complete
description of the influence of the IR field on the system
dynamics is challenging within current theoretical capabil-
ities, which makes a direct comparison with theory difficult.
In our work we show that by using advanced ultrashort

x-ray pulseswe can unambiguouslymonitor the inner valence
hole decay with a state-specific, atomically localized probe
that does not perturb the dynamics. With the advent of x-ray
free-electron lasers (XFEL), few-femtosecond [33,34] and
more recently attosecond [35] x-ray pulses are available with
sufficient energy to both initiate and probe the cation
dynamics via single-photon processes. In addition to sim-
plifying the interpretation of the measurement [36], state and
atomic site specificity can be attained by varying the probe
photon energy. Our results demonstrate the first observation
of states with dynamics driven by frustrated Auger-Meitner
transitions and pave the way to quantitative studies of the
onset and decay of quantum coherence in larger molecules
and condensed phase systems.

II. X-RAY PUMP-PROBE MEASUREMENT FOR
SITE-SPECIFIC, FIELD-FREE OBSERVATION

We measure gas phase isopropanol using an x-ray
pump–x-ray probe pulse scheme at the AMO end station
of the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) free-electron
laser [37,38]. We make use of the so-called “fresh slice”
mode to generate two-color pairs of ultrashort x-ray pulses
with a variable interpulse delay [33]. At each shot we
record both the kinetic energy spectrum of the high-energy
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electrons produced by the x-ray–matter interaction and the
photon spectrum of the two x-ray pulses. In a first set of
measurements the x-ray pulses were ∼7 fs in duration, and
in a second set of measurements they were reduced to
around 2.5 fs in duration. In either case, a nonresonant
pump pulse, with a photon energy of ∼502 eV, is used to
ionize the molecule. Since the pulse has a coherent
bandwidth of ∼1.1 eV, this ionization can form coherent
superpositions of cationic states. We focus on superposition
states created by electron correlation satellites of the inner
valence states, as described above. However, it would also
be possible to use this technique to study superposition
states that are composed of cationic states with a single
outer valence hole configuration.
We target the wave packet dynamics initiated by the

removal of an electron from either the 6a or 7a molecular
orbital (see Fig. 1 and discussion in Sec. III) and probe the
hole formed by photoionization using a second x-ray pulse.
The probe pulse is tuned to be resonant with the transition
from the 1a orbital located on the oxygen atom to the
vacated 6a and 7a orbitals, which have spectrally isolated
transition energies around 514 and 516 eV, respectively
(see Fig. 2). Site specificity is achieved because the
resonant dipole transitions between the oxygen 1a and
IVH state depend critically on the hole density in the
vicinity of the oxygen site. A similar scheme, envisioned
for an equivalent IVH in glycine, was discussed in detail in
a recent paper by Cooper et al. [39]. Here, the probe is
based upon the delay-dependent absorption of the resonant
pulse into the vacant IVH. This leaves the molecule with an

oxygen 1a core excitation, which will undergo rapid
Auger-Meitner decay. We measure the yield of Auger-
Meitner electrons as a function of the incident x-ray photon
energy and interpulse delay to determine the transient
absorption spectrum [40].
This technique provides both site and state selectivity,

which is critical since the pump pulse can produce any of
the valence hole and carbon core hole states (as is seen in
Fig. 1 and verified by calculation for 500 eV ionization
pulse). Moreover, there is a propensity for the ionization to
produce outer valence hole states. However, the dynamics
of the outer valence states will occur in a different spectral
region compared to the inner valence hole states, and thus
the two signals can be easily distinguished using our x-ray
probe. While in this work we study the dynamics following
inner valence ionization, our method can be straightfor-
wardly extended to the outer valence region by increasing
the probe photon energy. It is also important to note that
while the pump pulse can also remove electrons from any
of the valence and carbon core orbitals, the energy (502 eV)
is below threshold for oxygen 1a core ionization, so there is
no signal in the Auger channels due to the pump alone.
The probe photon energy is naturally sampled between

∼512 and ∼518 eV due to the inherent shot-to-shot
fluctuation of the self-amplified spontaneous emission
(SASE) process. For each subset of XFEL shots at similar
pump and probe photon and pulse energies, we identify the
residual photoemission spectrum recorded at delays
close to τ ¼ 0 (τ ¼ −1 to þ1 fs), compared to a late delay
reference (τ ¼ 25 fs). Each residual spectrum is

(a) (b)

FIG. 2. (a) Experimental setup with two color pulses (pump central photon 502 eV, probe central photon energy 514 eV) from the fresh
slice mode with delay controlled by chicane, the interaction point equipped with a hemispherical electron analyzer and a downstream
x-ray spectrometer to determine the pulse spectra and relative energies on every shot. (b) Pump step opens a number of valence
ionization channels including creation of inner valence holes (IVH). The delayed probe pulse can strongly interact via a O 1a → IVH
transition (a channel only open if inner valence ionization has occurred). Following this there can be Auger-Meitner decay back to the
O 1a hole with the emission of Auger-Meitner electrons of characteristic energy that can be detected.
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normalized to the number of shots that contribute to it. We
integrate this residual photoemission spectrum across the
full electron kinetic energy spectrum, aggregate the residual
spectra across different pulse energies, and observe a sharp
resonant feature within the bandwidth of the probe pulse;
see Fig. 3(a). We partition this feature into two regions
(shaded red and blue), corresponding to the expected
energetic position of the core-to-IVH transitions for the

6a (red) and 7a (blue) orbitals (∼514.1 and ∼516.3 eV,
respectively). The gray shaded area demarcates an off-
resonant region with good counting statistics which does
not correspond to any expected resonance feature. The error
bars shown are the standard error across the independent
pump and pulse energy bins, as outlined above.
We investigate the temporal dependence of the residual

electron signal at the two defined positions shown in
Fig. 3(a). Figures 3(b) and 3(c) show the percentage change
in signal above 501 eV kinetic energy in the residual
electron spectrum. This corresponds to the region where the
yield of normal Auger-Meitner electrons (measured during
the experimental run at photon energy 650 eV) is highest,
and the background photoelectrons are suppressed (see
Fig. 2). We observe a time-dependent residual signal at the
two identified resonance positions. As in Fig. 3(a), the error
bars in both panels show twice the standard error across the
independent subsets of XFEL shots defined by the binning
procedure described above. We fit the two traces to an
exponentially modified Gaussian and enforce a common
time of arrival t0 and x-ray pulse duration across both
photon energies. The extracted t0 is −4.0� 1.3 fs and the
extracted instrument temporal response (convolution of
pump and probe pulse durations) is 6.3� 2.8 fs (FWHM),
respectively. The time axis is defined by the voltage applied
to the dispersive magnetic chicane through which the
electron bunch passes, and the extracted value of t0 along
this axis is within the expected bounds for the fresh slice
mode of operation [33]. The FWHM x-ray pulse duration is
consistent with the nominal x-ray pulse pump and probe
duration of 7 fs for these measurements. The decay time
extracted from the fit at the low-energy side of the
resonance Fig. 3(c) is 5.1� 3.2 fs. The decay time at
the high-energy side of the resonance position,
13.4� 7.0 fs, is significantly longer.
The normalized yield of Auger-Meitner electrons is

roughly twice as large in panel Fig. 3(c) as it is in
Fig. 3(b). This is consistent with the dipole moments
calculated for transitions from the oxygen 1a orbital to
the 6a and 7a orbitals within the ADC(2)x framework. The
calculated magnitude of the dipole moment for transitions
to the 6a orbital is roughly twice as large as for the 7a
orbital. The relatively large error bars on the experimental
fit are a result of the low counting statistics in the data and
the limited spectral resolution afforded by the natural SASE
bandwidth of the probe pulse (see Fig. 2).
The lifetime extracted for the 6a hole is close to the

instrument response limit. For future measurements, identi-
fying nonexponential decay dynamics will require pulses
shorter than the lifetime of the target state. In an additional
dataset we use shorter (2.5 fs) x-ray pulses [34] to measure
the short-lived 6a orbital resonance with increased timing
resolution. The lower statistics in this dataset precluded the
same analysis as for the results in Fig. 3. The difference
between the on-resonance signal with a central probe photon
energy determined to fall in the range 513–515 eV with a

FIG. 3. (a) Probe central photon energy dependence of residual
signal at delay ∼0 fs. (b) Time dependence of residual resonant
high kinetic energy electron signal at higher probe photon energy,
about expected 1a → 7a transition (blue), and (c) time depend-
ence of residual resonant high-energy electron yield at lower probe
photon energy about expected 1a → 6a transition (red). Fits to an
exponentially modified Gaussian functional form are shown in
black and the extracted decay time is given in each panel.
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similar number of shots lying outside this range was
used to determine the excess electron spectra time
dependence plotted in Fig. 4. The most prominent feature
with a time-dependent signal above the background lies
within the electron binding energy range from 17 to 25 eV,
consistent with where the Auger-Meitner spectrum has a
maximum.
The fractional increase in Auger-Meitner electron yield

with binding energies in this range is shown in Fig. 4. The
measured rise time is significantly faster than that measured
in Fig. 3, consistent with shorter x-ray pulses. To quantify
the lifetime of this signal, we make an exponential fit to the
integrated signal and obtain a decay constant of 1� 2 fs
and a Gaussian instrument response function of 3.8�
1.6 fs full width at half maximum, where the errors denote
one standard deviation in fit parameters estimated via
bootstrapping (see Appendix A). This instrument response
function is consistent with the estimated parameters of
2.5 fs pulses.
The differential Auger-Meitner electron yield measure-

ments require a large number of x-ray shots to gather
enough data to establish statistically significant signals. As
a consequence of long integration times there are a limited
number of data points in the scan. The statistical error in the
residual Auger-Meitner yield above the direct photoelec-
tron background and the small number of delays that could
be measured in the time available accounts for the uncer-
tainties in the extracted value of the decay. Nevertheless,
these measurements demonstrate that with the shortest

x-ray pulses available to us we can measure the population
of the transient states associated with impulsive ionization,
utilizing the inherent jitter of our probe to isolate the
transient population of different initial hole states.

III. DYNAMICS OF INNER VALENCE HOLE
STATES IN ISOPROPANOL

We simulate the underlying electron dynamics expected
to be resolved from the XFEL measurements by treating
the photoionization dynamics in isopropanol within the
sudden approximation [41] using an ab initio theoretical
method ADC(2)x [42]. The advantage of this methodol-
ogy is the ability to capture dynamics that are the result
of electron correlation effects, as the wave functions
of the cation can be expressed in terms of intermediate
states of either one-hole (ϕi) or two-hole–one-particle
(ϕa

ij) character:

jΨðN−1Þi ¼
X

i

Ciϕi þ
X

i<j;a

Ca
ijϕ

a
ij: ð1Þ

Here the i, j indices indicate occupied Hartree-Fock
orbitals in the neutral, i.e., hole indices in the cation,
and a virtual orbitals in the neutral, or particle indices in
the cation.
The inclusion of ϕa

ij configurations in the cation are vital,
not just for describing the orbital relaxation effects upon
ionization, but also the correlation-driven dynamics, par-
ticularly frustrated Auger-Meitner configurations [17], that
can be observed in these small molecules upon sudden
ionization. For cationic states produced by the removal of
electrons from inner valence orbital this results in strong
configuration interaction between ϕi and ϕa

ij configura-
tions, leading to what is often termed the breakdown of the
molecular orbital picture of ionization [43]—the states
produced are no longer well characterized by a particular
one-hole configuration in the ionized molecule.
For a short ionizing pulse with sufficiently high photon

energy, the outgoing electron leaves the molecular volume
on the few tens of attoseconds timescale. The resulting
cationic state is then expressed within the sudden approxi-
mation as

jΨðN−1Þ
suddeni ¼ âkjΨðNÞ

0 i ¼
X

n

cnjΨðN−1Þ
n i; ð2Þ

cn ¼ hΨðN−1Þ
n jâkjΨðNÞ

0 i: ð3Þ

Here, âk is the annihilation operator associated with remov-
ing an electron from the kth molecular orbital of the neutral

molecule,ΨðNÞ
0 is the ground state of the neutral, andΨðN−1Þ

n

are the eigenstates of the cation. Within this approximation,
therefore, the system at time t ¼ 0 can beviewed as being in a

FIG. 4. Time dependence of excess Auger-Meitner electrons
for a resonant probe, compared to a nonresonant probe. The
signal is integrated over the region of peak flux, between binding
energies of 17 and 25 eV, revealing a time-dependent resonant
Auger-Meitner signal. A fitted exponential decay convolved with
a Gaussian measurement response function is fitted by boot-
strapping across time and energy bins (see the Appendix A) and is
shown in black. This resonance, which maps the 6a hole
population, reveals a lifetime limited by the measurement
response function of 1� 2 fs.
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superposition of cationic eigenstates. This systemwill evolve
with time, and can be temporally characterized by the
survival probability of the initial state SðtÞ:

SðtÞ ¼ jhΨðN−1Þ
suddenðt ¼ 0ÞjΨðN−1Þ

suddenðtÞij2

¼
����
X

n
c2n expð−iEntÞ

����
2

: ð4Þ

Full spatial and temporal characterization can be achieved by
the calculation of time-dependent hole densities [44], or the
time-dependent spin density [26,45].
Previous theoretical work has demonstrated the impor-

tance of zero-point vibrational motion in modeling the time
evolution of the hole dynamics [20,25,46]. Even for the
case of dynamics arising from a superposition of just two
electronic states, which should give rise to simple oscil-
lations, because the molecule is in fact in low-lying
vibrational states, the electronic coherences do not have
a single, well-defined, frequency [25]. This effect results in
the significant degradation of the initial coherence [20], and
potentially decoheres any electronic dynamics faster than
the nuclear motion subsequent to ionization. We accounted
for this for the states of interest by sampling the dynamics
for a large number of initial geometries over the range of
the zero-point spread.
For comparison, we also analyzed the dynamics

expected upon removal of an electron from an inner valence
orbital in the isopropanol molecule computed at the
equilibrium geometry (gauche) and the anticonformer
which lies 7.8 meV higher in energy [47]. Because the
conformers are energetically very similar, we considered a
1∶1 ratio of the two geometries. We show these results
in Fig. 5.

IV. DISCUSSION

The resulting dynamics expected from the removal of an
electron from different initial inner valence orbitals upon
ionization of isopropanol can show very different behav-
iors. Figure 5(a) (purple curve) shows that the survival
probability of the initial states produced by removing an
electron from the 8a orbital remains static for the two
conformer averaged geometries, which can be interpreted
as the hole remaining in the 8a orbital. This is conserved
when averaging over the zero-point sampling geometries
(black curve).
In contrast, ionization from the more deeply bound

orbitals, such as the 5a orbital shown by the green curve
in Fig. 5(d) (two conformer geometry average), which lie
above the double-ionization threshold, show very fast
exponential decay resulting from Auger-Meitner transi-
tions. The survival probability drops to zero, which can be
interpreted as the 5a hole becoming completely filled again
with an electron, consistent with the Auger-Meitner tran-
sition. The 5a orbital is filled by an outer valence electron
and a secondary electron is emitted. Again these dynamics
are conserved when averaging over the zero-point sampling
geometries (black curve).
Between these two limiting cases, the temporal evolution

resulting from removal of an electron from either the 6a
[Fig. 5(c), red curve] or 7a [Fig. 5(b), blue curve] molecular
orbitals shows more complicated dynamics. These are the
two hole states probed in our measurements and for which a
larger or smaller degree of breakdown of the molecular
orbital picture of ionization is anticipated. For the case of
removal of an electron from the 6a orbital, the initially
localized hole decays over a few femtoseconds followed by
a shallow oscillatory evolution with a period of 10–15 fs in
the two-conformer geometry average. In contrast, when an
electron is removed from the 7a orbital, the resulting
superposition of states shows a slow decay spanning tens
of femtoseconds. Both the initial hole states created when
removing an electron from these orbitals are below the
double-ionization threshold and therefore the Auger-
Meitner relaxation channel is energetically forbidden.
Instead, what happens in 6a is frustrated Auger-Meitner
transitions, where the inner valence hole is filled by an
outer valence electron and a second electron is excited to a
virtual orbital, but is still bound to the molecular volume.
This is not a fully relaxed state and therefore there is a
chance that the reverse transition happens and the hole
reappears in the inner valence orbital where it started,
leading to a partial revival of the initial state. By careful
selection of the ϕa

ij configurations in the description of the
cationic states, we have previously shown for trans-
butadiene [15] that this type of transition can account
for the dynamics observed in the inner valence region.
It should be noted that even in the two geometry sample

there is a considerable difference in the dynamics expected
from removal of an electron from the 7a orbital, as it is

FIG. 5. Hole survival probability of different hole states arising
from removal of an electron from (neutral) inner valence orbitals
8a (purple, outermost) to 5a (green, innermost) after sudden
ionization of isopropanol. The colored survival probability curves
correspond to a mixture (1∶1) of the two lowest conformers of the
molecule. The black curves correspond to the averaged dynamics
over 500 geometries at a temperature of 300 K. The Hartree-Fock
orbitals of the neutral are shown in insets for the gauche
conformer.
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particularly sensitive to the breaking of the symmetry
between gauche and anticonformers. This symmetry break-
ing is the rotation of the OH moiety. For the anticonformer
the dynamics are similar to those seen in the case of
removal of an electron from the 8a orbital; following the
orbital relaxation, the superposition of states remains sta-
tionary with a high component of the hole remaining in the
7a. The effect of breaking the symmetry in the gauche
conformer leads to the slow oscillatory dynamics with a
period of tens of femtoseconds.
We include the zero-point geometry spread by averaging

over the distribution of nuclear geometries, which is
expected to lead to a very fast dephasing on top of the
few-femtosecond electronic diffusion of the hole and thus
to the predicted damping of the coherent revivals. Removal
of an electron from the 6a orbital in the averaged geometry
regime still shows a rapid decay with a similar lifetime
compared to the two conformer average, but no partial
revivals of the initial state. Although the hole survival
probability strictly deviates from a simple exponential
decay, for quantitative comparison we extract an effective
hole lifetime (1=e time constant, also referred to as decay
time in this work) of 2.3 fs by means of a fit to the
quasiexponential behavior of the first 5 fs. When an
electron is removed from the 7a orbital, the averaged
geometry picture shows a rapid but partial decay of the
initial state, with this superposition remaining approxi-
mately static after 7 fs. This behavior is in complete
contrast to the dynamics calculated at the equilibrium
geometry which showed a very slow decay.
The disturbance of the electronic charge density as a

result of ionization will also induce nuclear dynamics in the
molecule, which may also be very fast [21,22,24]. This
effect is not included in our calculations, as each of the
sampled geometries uses the fixed-nuclei approximation
when the survival probability is calculated. Nuclear motion
after ionization will in reality modify all the survival
probabilities, potentially modifying the decay by passage
through conical intersections that aid localization of the
hole on a timescale of tens of femtoseconds.
Our measurements provide evidence of some of the

behavior found from the calculations for the 6a hole state,
demonstrating that this is a transient hole state with only a
few-femtosecond lifetime before relaxing into other states.
We measure mutually consistent lifetimes of 5.1� 3.2 fs
(Fig. 3) and 1� 2 fs (Fig. 4) in the two series of
measurements with longer and shorter probe pulses,
respectively. The calculations suggest that this behavior
is dominantly driven by electron correlation dynamics and
that the frustrated Auger-Meitner transitions are respon-
sible for the very brief effective initial lifetime of 2.3 fs.
Zero-point geometry effects will mask the partial revival
dynamics in this case, but the fast decay component is
confirmed in the measurements. This is in contrast to
another recent study in glycine where oscillatory dynamics

were observed [48]. The electron correlation mediated
decay of the 6a hole state is too fast for postionization
nuclear motion to play a dominant role in the observed
dynamics. This is not necessarily the case for the 7a hole
state, where a significant hole population survives zero-
point energy effects. Indeed, for the 7a hole state the
experimental measurements show a significantly longer
decay (∼13 fs). This is in contrast to the theoretical
simulations, based only on the geometry averaged electron
dynamics, which predict an initially fast decay followed by
a stabilization. We therefore attribute this 13 fs decay to the
missing relaxation channels in our simulation; channels
opened up through postionization nuclear motion [19].
With our empirical data, which is limited in the number of
statistics at each data point and the number of data points, it
is not possible to separate the decay into different time-
scales; however, we postulate that decoherence from the
spread of nuclear geometries dominates at the earliest
timescales but that nuclear motion soon takes effect, such
that a stabilization of hole population is not sustained.
To further investigate the contribution from the nuclear

dynamics we performed auxiliary measurements using a
XUV-IR measurement scheme (see Appendix B). While
the x-ray pump-probe scheme directly probes the localized
hole state dynamics, the IR probe is sensitive to the 2h1p
states that are created by electron correlation or by non-
adiabatic transitions. In this experiment, the time depend-
ence of CHþ

3 fragments with significant kinetic energy
release (KER) was recorded. The time-dependent yield of
these fragments exhibits exponential decay with a decay
constant of 13 fs. Because the high-KER fragments arise
from Coulomb explosion of dicationic molecules induced
by the strong IR field, their time dependence probes the
nuclear dynamics on the dissociating cationic potential
energy surface by mapping the C─C bond distance to the
KER of the fragments. The multiphoton nature of this
fragmentation channel strongly favors the contribution of
the states closest to the double-ionization threshold, the 7a
and 6a hole states.
The 6a hole state decays very rapidly according to our x-

ray measurements, and in this process the 2h1p states will
be populated by frustrated Auger-Meitner transitions. The
electronically longer-lived 7a hole state can also couple to
2h1p states via nonadiabatic transitions at conical inter-
sections. While this mechanism may also be at play for the
6a state, the frustrated Auger-Meitner decay of the 6a hole
will result very rapidly in the population of the longer-lived
2h1p satellite states, in the main on a faster timescale than
the additional nonadiabatic dynamics. These nonadiabatic
dynamics will contribute to the subsequent decay of the
2h1p states [19]. So we posit that both 6a and 7a states will
contribute to the high-KER channel observed in our XUV-
IR measurement, with a larger proportion from 6a due to
the IR probing step requiring a lower order (third compared
to fourth for 7a) multiphoton process.
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While both the IR and x-ray probe methods used in this
work have the potential to yield a comparable temporal
resolution in measuring the inner valence hole state
evolution following photoionization, the former does not
permit any information to be directly obtained on the
instantaneous localization of the hole. In contrast, the use of
an x-ray core-to-IVH transition in the probe step allows the
extra information on the instantaneous localization of the
hole state to be established in a direct way. In particular,
utilizing the resonance in the dipole transitions, we have
been able to separate dynamics associated with ionization
of specific valence orbitals. In this way, we were, for
example, able to disentangle the rapid relaxation of the
states associated with ionization of the 6a orbital, which
occurs as a consequence of the set of correlation-driven
satellite peaks.
Moreover, the IR probe requires a relatively strong

(∼5 × 1012 Wcm−2) field to induce efficient ionization
to the double continuum, which may in itself perturb
significantly the fragile electronic correlation dynamics
due to being near resonance with various valence shell
transitions. In contrast, the x-ray probe is essentially
weakly perturbative and far from resonant with any valence
transitions.
Similarly, the x-ray probe, which does not drive vibra-

tional or rotational transitions as a strong-field IR probe
would, preserves the spread of the nuclear geometries
present in the ensemble. While this means that the
longer-lived oscillations, which may be present at a single
molecular geometry level, are not observed, the rapid decay
is reliant on the electron correlations which lead to the
coherent superposition of eigenstates.
All valence hole states are created by the pump pulse in

both the x-ray pump-probe measurements and the auxiliary
XUV-IR measurements. In the former the measurement
specificity comes from the resonant tuning of the probe x
rays that isolates the channel of interest, and this is central
to the choice of this measurement scheme. We argue also
that the multiphoton nature of the probe in our auxiliary
measurement also leads to a discrimination in favor of the
states closest to the double-ionization limit (dominated by
6a and its satellites but with some contribution from the 7a
hole), but in this case the degree of specificity is less and
cannot be readily controlled. Our XUV-IR measurement
indicates that nuclear dynamics following inner valence
ionization of isopropanol occur on a timescale that is long
enough to have a negligible effect on the very fast decay of
the 6a hole, consistent with the x-ray pump–x-ray probe
measurements above. The contribution to the high-KER
CHþ

3 fragments is expected to come from 6a and 7a 2h1p
satellite states. The decay lifetime identified by our XUV-
IR measurements supports the hypothesis that the hole
delocalization following ionization to these states is sig-
nificantly affected by nuclear motion because the electronic
timescales for these are longer than those for the 6a hole

state. This nuclear dynamics contribution also offers an
explanation for the deviation from theory for 7a between
our x-ray pump–x-ray probe measurement and our theo-
retical calculations including the inherent spread of initial
geometries in our molecular ensemble but excluding
postionization nuclear motion [19].

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Our measurements with an x-ray pump-probe method-
ology have observed a highly transient hole corresponding
to the removal of an electron from inner valence orbitals in
the ionization of isopropanol. We have been able to
demonstrate the capability to distinguish between the
dynamics arising from the removal of an electron from
the 6a and 7a orbitals using the variation of the probe
photon energy. The extracted decay times for the 6a hole
state survival probability from our two series of measure-
ments with different x-ray pulse duration are 5.1� 3.2 and
1� 2 fs. Consistency is found between the observed
dynamics arising from removal of an electron from the
6a orbital with simulations produced from considering
zero-point energy spread; our theoretical calculations
performed within the ADC(2)x framework predict 2.3 fs.
This indicates that the nuclear motion postionization may
be too slow to exert a significant effect on the dynamics of
the 6a hole state survival probability. In contrast, consid-
eration of postionization nuclear motion is required to fully
understand the dynamics observed when an electron is
removed from the 7a orbital. In particular, the longer-lived
hole population, which survives beyond the initial decay
and is predicted by our calculations, is not observed in our
measurement. This is posited to be a result of hole decay
due to nuclear motion and adiabatic transitions following
inner valence ionization.
The timescale of C─C bond stretching following inner

valence ionization is identified in our auxiliary XUV-IR
experiment. Unlike our new x-ray pump–x-ray probe
technique, the XUV-IR experiment does not allow for
specificity of the ionized inner valence orbital. Our x-ray
pump-probe measurements for the 6a hole state present the
first tentative observation of the temporal signature of
frustrated Auger-Meitner transitions.
We stress that we expect the 6a and 7a hole states

dynamics to both be affected by coupling to the nuclear
modes; however, in the former, electronic dynamics are so
fast that nuclear motion is not the dominant cause of the
observed dynamics—and instead the correlated electron
dynamics and the zero-point geometry spread dephasing
are playing the main role in what is observed. In contrast,
the 7a hole state has significantly slower electronic
dynamics (after the weak initial coherence decay) and here
nuclear dynamics are expected to play a strong role—and
we find the evidence for this in our x-ray pump-probe
measurements.
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The same methodology of x-ray pump–x-ray resonant
probing can be applied with the newly developed enhanced
SASE attosecond mode [49] (not available at the time of
our experiment) recently demonstrated to generate pulses
of 480 as duration in this photon energy range [35]. This
will allow the full resolution of dynamics anticipated from
the theoretical calculation for this hole state as well as the
other inner valence states 5a, 7a, and 8a that span the
behavior from fast Auger-Meitner decay to Koopmans-like
[50] steady state behavior. As the bandwidth in this case
may exceed the spacing between these states, the possibil-
ity of exciting a superposition of states from distinct orbital
groups also arises.
Although in the case of the isopropanol molecule the

hole dynamics are not migratory in the sense that the hole
moves from one well-localized atomic center to another,
they are migratory in the sense that the well-localized hole
becomes delocalized through the frustrated Auger-Meitner
transitions. The same method will be suitable for systems
where the electronic wave packet moves through the
molecular structure [case (a) in the discussion of Sec. I]
and can track the hole migration through the molecule in
time and space at one or even multiple atomic sites. The
potential to probe charge migration and subsequent photo-
chemical activity using x-ray pump-probe methodology
with XFEL generated subfemtosecond pulses will deepen
our understanding of the first moments following the
photoionization of matter. This understanding is crucial
to other fields of science such as photochemistry, photo-
biology, and atmospheric science.
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APPENDIX A: METHODS

1. Experimental methods

The main datasets, presented in a Sec. II, both use an
x-ray pump and x-ray probe and were taken at the LCLS
free-electron laser employing the two pulse–two color fresh
slice operating mode [33] focused at the AMO end station.
These two datasets differ in their nominal pulse durations
and the range of delays covered. The data presented in
Fig. 4 are taken with shorter pulse durations (approximately
2.5 fs) over a shorter delay range while the data presented in
Fig. 3 use longer pulses (7 fs) and cover larger delays.
The x rays were generated with an electron beam energy

of 3.96 GeVand the undulators and chicane operated in the
fresh slice two color mode with a chicane adjustable delay
from between −15 to 25 fs. This provided the two pulses,
one (the pump) around 502 eV, the other the probe at
around the target resonances at 514 or 516 eV.
Pump and probe spectra were recorded for every shot

using a downstream x-ray spectrometer and used to
establish the central photon energies, bandwidth, and
relative pulse energies of the pump and probe pulses.
The spectrometer was an adapted version of the instrument
described in Ref. [51], with a 1200 l/mm grating operated
in the Rowland geometry imaging a mechanical slit onto a
microchannel plate coupled to a phosphor screen. A gas
detector was used to extract the absolute pulse energies.
The correlation between the x-ray spectrometer and the gas
detector confirmed that there was good x-ray pointing
stability to ensure the x-ray spectrometer measurements
were a high-fidelity diagnostic of the relative pulse inten-
sities. The photon spectrum had an intrinsic spread and
varies from shot to shot over a band of ∼5 eV which
allowed for the postselection of shots based on photon
energy and was used to distinguish between the resonances
(for the longer pulse dataseries) and with off-resonant shots
for comparison.
An x-ray transverse rf cavity streaking method (X band

transverse deflecting cavity, XTCAV) [52] diagnostic could
be used to monitor the pulse duration and jitter from the
nominal delay settings, although for the shorter pulse series
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it had insufficient temporal resolution and so was used
primarily to determine that the jitter was comparable to the
pulse durations in the longer pulse series data. Simulation
for parameters of this series indicates that the pulses are
approximately 2.5 fs in duration [53]. The observed
temporal jitter from the XTCAV analysis was �2 fs for
the short pulse data series, permitting us to use the chicane
delay setting as the primary tool for timing the delay.
Both pulses were focused to a spot size of ∼2 μm using a

series of Kirkpatrick-Baez mirrors. The isopropanol was
prepared at 298 K and introduced into the focus of the x
rays with a 50 μm diameter gas needle with careful
monitoring of the constancy of the partial pressure through
the experiment. The sample was delivered into the inter-
action region in the form of a low-density effusive gas
beam. The photoelectrons were measured using a hemi-
spherical electron analyzer (Scienta) with an energy reso-
lution ∼0.1 eV over the range of electron energies 470–
510 eV (the region of interest) and correction made over this
range for instrument response. Because of the need to
identify a relatively weak signal (O 1a Auger-Meitner
electrons) against a large background of photoemission from
many other channels, it required us to use a large number of
laser shots at each delay to accumulate adequate measure-
ment statistics (see Appendix A 2). We therefore address a
limited number of delays, between −6 and 7 fs in approx-
imately 2 fs steps in the shorter pulse dataset and between
−15 and 25 fs in 13 steps concentrated at close to zero delay
in the longer pulse dataset. To analyze the data the shots were
selected to fall within a restricted range of pump-probe pulse
energy ratios, the data normalized accounting for other
variations (see Appendix A 2).

2. Data analysis

Free-electron laser data are intrinsically noisy due to the
SASE emission’s dependence on the quantum stochastic
nature of spontaneous emission and fluctuations in the
properties of the electron injection into the undulators,
leading to different pulse parameters (energies, intensities,
spectral width, etc.). Shot-to-shot fluctuations lead to noisy
signals, thus requiring increased statistics, and slower
changes, such as small drifts which occur when tuning
to change the time delay, can lead to time dependent
artifacts. To negate possible artifacts caused by variation in
parameters across different shots and different delay points,
we sort the measured photoelectron spectra according to the
single-shot pulse energy and photon energy of the x-ray
pulses.
The dataset taken with longer x-ray pulses (Fig. 3) has

sufficiently high counting statistics to allow a four-dimen-
sional binning of the XFEL shots according to the
measured pump pulse energy, probe pulse energy, time
delay, and central photon energy of the probe pulse.
Because the central photon energy of both pulses is well
correlated in fresh slice operation (we measure ρ ¼ 0.75 in

this experiment), this effectively represents a binning in
pump central photon energy as well. To avoid artifacts
induced by the natural fluctuations inherent to XFEL
operation, we determine the time-dependent residual photo-
electron spectrum for each different pump pulse energy,
probe pulse energy, and probe central photon energy. We
use a time late (τ ¼ 25 fs) measurement as reference. The
probe photon energy dependence of the yield of this time-
dependent residual signal at times close to t0 (τ ¼ −1, 1 fs)
is investigated and found to show a sharp peak within the
probe bandwidth. The expected transition energies from the
oxygen 1a to the 6a and 7a orbitals lie within this peak. To
isolate signal due to a resonant probe interaction only, we
compare the residual spectrum measured at probe photon
energies on resonance with expected core-to-IVH transi-
tions with the residual spectrum measured at off-resonant
probe photon energies. We monitor the high kinetic-energy
(>501 eV) photoelectron yield because this energetic
region corresponds to the peak of the normal Auger-
Meitner spectrum (measured at 650 eV incident photon
energy in the same experiment), and has very limited
contamination from other photoionization processes arising
from the pump and probe pulses. We identify the time
dependence of this yield across the full temporal range
sampled by the x-ray pump–x-ray probe experiment.
For the dataset with shorter x-ray pulses (Fig. 4), the

counting statistics were much lower. To account for this, we
applied a variety of normalization and binning techniques.
The effectiveness of this depends on the quality of the
diagnostics, and can be measured by looking at the variance
of the signal. For the normalization, this means finding the
functional dependence of the signal, i.e., the electron
kinetic energy spectra, on the diagnosed parameters. The
two most important parameters to correct for were the total
pulse energy, measured using a low-density N2 gas detector
[54], and the pump-probe intensity ratio, measured from the
ratio of signal over appropriate spectral regions of the x-ray
spectrometer. Given that the two-photon signal was
expected to be a small feature on a dominant single-photon
(photoelectron) signal, a linear normalization scheme was
chosen for the pulse energy normalization. A large negative
time delay was used for comparison. The reduced counting
statistics of this dataset gave need to consider Auger-
Meitner electrons at lower kinetic energies (489–497 eV),
where the Auger-Meitner yield is largest but the direct
photoelectron background is also more significant. For this
reason, variation in the pump-probe intensity ratio required
more sophisticated normalization as the dependence of the
electron spectra on the pump-probe signal varies across the
binding energy range of the electrons. Simply put, parts of
the photoelectron spectrum dominated by pump excited
electrons will increase with pump-probe ratio while probe-
dominated regions will decrease. Therefore, a linear
dependence was found individually for each energy bin,
resulting in a “spectrum” of scaling factors and offsets. This
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works well provided that the dependence is indeed linear,
which is a good approximation in the case when shots are
limited to a band of pump-probe ratios by the shot
discrimination.
Despite the normalization and the randomization of the

order of the run delays, there was still concern that variation
of the FEL parameters between runs could have led to
artifacts in the data. The pump-probe ratio was of particular
concern. The simplest method of reducing this variation is
to only allow shots within a specified, narrow band of
values. This was done for the gas detector and the XTCAV
delay. Doing this is effective, albeit some delay dependence
persists if there is a skewed distribution within this narrow
band, and there is an expensive reduction in the statistics.
Therefore, an improved method was used. Firstly, a desired
pump-probe ratio was chosen. Then shots outside of a
broader band centered on this value were discarded.
Remaining shots were binned according to their pump-
probe ratio, then the bin bounding the desired value was
identified. The minimum of the counts in the bin to the left
of this bin and the counts in the bin to the right of this bin
was then found and excess shots discarded from the more
numerous bin. This was repeated for the bins 2 to the left
and right, 3 to the left and right, etc. In this way, a
symmetric distribution of shots centered around a desired
value was reached, which was constant across all pump-
probe delays.
The error bars shown in Fig. 4 were estimated from the

standard deviation across electron kinetic bins. The error in
the exponential fit parameters were estimated by boot-
strapping the electron kinetic energy versus time delay
dataset. Here the 928 data points were resampled (with
replacement) 5000 times and an exponential fit was
performed on each sample dataset. The median and
standard deviation of the 5000 fits is then computed to
give the results presented in the main text.

3. Theoretical methods

We modeled the average dynamics that one might expect
given the uncertainty in the initial geometry at the point of
ionization by the probe pulse. The MOLPRO quantum
chemistry package [55] was used to optimize the geometry
of isopropanol and calculate the normal mode vibrational
frequencies, at the Hartree-Fock level and using cc-pVTZ
basis set. The NEWTON-X package [56,57] was then used to
generate 500 sample geometries at a temperature of 300 K.
In this model the coordinates and momenta are sampled
according to their probability distribution assuming a
harmonic vibrational state. For the vibrational ground state
these initial conditions should match the Wigner distribu-
tion for the quantum harmonic oscillator.
We treat each of the sampled geometries independently,

and recalculate for each the survival probabilities shown in
Fig. 5. We use the same ADC(2)x description of the wave
functions of the cationic states [Eq. (1)], assume sudden

ionization, and again use the frozen-nuclei approximation
during the time propagation, neglecting the effects of
nuclear motion after the ionization event.

APPENDIX B: AUXILIARY MEASUREMENT:
STRONG-FIELD PROBING OF INNER VALENCE

HOLE DYNAMICS

The auxiliary measurement utilized an XUV pump and
near-infrared (NIR) probe, and was conducted using a
carrier-envelope phase stabilized titanium doped sapphire
based chirped pulse amplifier (Femtolaser) of 4 fs, centered
at 750 nm, to form the IR probe field and also to drive a gas-
based high harmonics generation source to generate the
XUV pump [58,59]. The spectral bandwidth necessary to
generate these few-cycle pulses was achieved by propaga-
tion in a gas filled hollow core fiber and subsequent
compression. The HHG spectrum had a 30 eV cutoff
and was filtered from its driving laser with an aluminium
foil, filtering energies below 17 eV. The intensity of the
NIR probe field was set below the threshold for multi-
photon ionization of neutral isopropanol molecules, i.e.,
corresponding to an intensity around 5 × 1012 Wcm−2.
Previously it has been proposed that multiphoton laser

enabled Auger-Meitner decay (LEAD) [60] or single-
photon laser enabled Auger-Meitner decay (spLEAD)
[61] schemes could be used to measure the hole dynamics
that occur in molecules upon ionization of inner valence
electrons, by tracing the survival probability onto the
observation of secondary Auger-Meitner electrons.
Recently, spLEAD transitions have been observed in atoms
[62,63]. Here we use a few-cycle laser pulse to induce
Coulomb explosion fragmentation of cations formed by
XUV pulses by excitation to the dication. This provides
information on the instantaneous C─C bond length in the
cation, and hence nuclear dynamics, but does not directly
probe the hole.
We ionized isopropanol molecules with attosecond

(∼650 as) vacuum ultraviolet (XUV) pulses generated
via HHG. The spectrum of the XUV pulse extended from
17 to 30 eV, which is sufficiently energetic to remove an
electron from the 5a orbital and those less tightly bound.
Such a large coherent bandwidth is sufficient to excite a
superposition of states, corresponding to an initial con-
figuration of 5a, 6a, or 7a, but not a superposition between
these configurations. The XUV pump will ionize all of the
valence states, and in principle the dynamics for the
ensemble will be correspondingly complex; however, here
again there is a high degree of probe specificity. The
broadband IR probe causes multiphoton ionization. For the
6a and 7a states the ionization to the double continuumwill
involve 3 and 4 photons, respectively, whereas for the 8a
state we require 5 photons and for the 9a 6 photons. Given
our intensity, we are in the perturbative regime, so the
signal will be strongly dominated by direct multiphoton
ionization of 6a, 7a, as well as satellite 2h1p-like channels
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that are generated via the lowest order process.
Contributions from 8a and other states higher in energy
are suppressed by the higher orders of multiphoton ioniza-
tion required.
The XUV pulses were measured by streaking to have a

duration of 650, as in Ref. [64]. The pump and probe were
cofocused using a two-part piezoactivated mirror into an
isopropanol gas jet. The interpulse delay could be con-
trolled with a few tens of attosecond precision using the
piezocontrolled motion of a split mirror system. The NIR
probe pulse will further ionize any cation states created by
the XUV pulse that are still surviving when it arrives, to
produce dicationic final products via one- and two-photon
excitation. Detection of the charged fragments carrying
significant kinetic energy from Coulomb explosion is used
as the detection channel of the resulting dications. The
XUV-IR delay was controlled with 10 as precision in a
range of −20 to þ60 fs. Fragment ions were collected
using a Wiley-McLaren [65] ion time-of-flight spectrom-
eter. The spectrometer has sufficient momentum resolution
to observe the kinetic energy release (forward-backward
going ions giving rise to satellites around charge or mass
peaks) associated with any fragment.
We found a fast transient signal in the yield of CHþ

3

fragment ions with a high kinetic energy release, as shown
in Fig. 6. The extracted decay time of this transient is 13 fs.
The high kinetic energy release is consistent with a
Coulomb explosion of the dication species, and implies
that this fragmentation channel arises from multiphoton
dissociative ionization by the intense IR probe. Since this
proceeds via the intermediate cation state, we can infer that
nuclear dynamics are proceeding in this state so as to
increase the distance between the partner ions at the
moment of the Coloumb explosion and so quench the
yield of high kinetic energy release fragments. Because of

difficulties in accurately modeling the strong-field ioniza-
tion of the cationic states, from this measurement it is
difficult to confirm that there is no perturbation of the
electronic dynamics by the probe. By consideration of the
order of photon processes required to produce the CHþ

3

fragments, we anticipate this measurement to predomi-
nantly consist of cationic states produced from the removal
of an electron from the 6a orbital. The frustrated Auger-
Meitner decay process results in the population of the 2h1p
satellites of the 6a orbital, and these states can also be
populated by nonadiabatic transitions from the 7a orbital.
The IR probe is sensitive to these longer-lived states that are
not directly probed in our state-specific x-ray pump-probe
measurement. These contribute to the KER signal with
a similar timescale nuclear motion to that observed in the
x-ray pump-probe measurement of the 7a hole state.
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